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Context and highlights
The Parks Children's Centre is a multicultural community located 12 kms from Adelaide CBD.
During 2021 we offered the following programs:
Preschool - full-time program and Inclusive Preschool Program (IPP)
Occasional Care - 3 under 2 year old and 5 over 2 year old sessions.
Playgroups: Friday universal playgroup, Toddler playgroup, First 12 months, 3/4 year old playgroup
English lessons - joint venture with Parks Library
Bring up Great Kids - 6 week parenting course
Circle of security -delivered by Uniting Care Wesley. 8 week parenting course.
Immunisations Clinics - once a term
Recycled Christmas Craft Workshop
Garden mosaics- 8 week program
Our staff comprises of:

Director, 4 Teachers and 5 Early Childhood Workers
Family Practitioner, Community Development Coordinator and Administration
Occupational Therapist and Speech Therapist.

Within our preschool program 70% of children had English as an additional language, 19% of children required a
high level of support for their learning and 10% of children required support for their speech or language over the
year.
Our universal playgroups had steady attendance without too many interruptions due to Covid. Our Toddler
playgroup was extremely popular and so we created a 3 and 4 year old playgroup as a pathway for these children.
We provided food relief for families with Foodbank delivering weekly supplies of fresh fruit, and vegetable, bread
and staple items.
Our Community program - Paint the Parks and Gardens REaD supported the community with monthly messages,
visits from Parker, on-line stories and 2 community events.
With our Priority Maintenance Funding we were able to revamp our outdoor learning environment, resurfacing,
replacing old structures and addressing health and safety concerns.
Our Community Development Coordinator worked together with the Parks Library and Port Adelaide Enfield council
to begin developing our community garden. We were able to fence the area, install irrigation, install a bee hive and
install 5 wicker beds. It is expected to become a community hub, with parent programs as well as outdoor
playgroups featuring in 2022.
During 2021 we built our relationship with CaFHS, supporting them to deliver baby playgroups in our indoor
community space and supporting families to stay connected with the Centre beyond this 4 week program. We also
have welcomed Primary Health into our site where they can offer groups and therapies to families, many of whom
are in our local community.
We hope that these partnerships will strengthen over 2022, to better support children and families.
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Governing council report
It has been my honor to sit on the governing council this year.
During 2021 our community Garden made progress and is coming together nicely.
The fences are up, foot paths are laid, and the raised garden beds have budding plants and flowers blooming
already.
The garden was open for visitors in October, as part of our end of year celebrations, with many from the community
attending, taking part in some flower propagating and many other fun activities, as well as a visit from Parker The
Reading Pelican.
The bee hive is now in place and waiting for its hive of bees.
The mural is being painted and our garden is starting to feel like a welcoming and inviting place to bee. (yes, pun
very much intended)
Many groups have expressed interest in helping tend to the plants and veggies being grown, including our local
home schooling community, who plan to have regular weekly meet ups in the garden.
Together with expansions to the verge garden on Trafford St, our corner is becoming a very vibrant and fruitful (yes,
pun intended again) addition to the Parks Community.
The maintenance carried out on the cupboards in the preschool were updated and given more secure storage
spaces. They look much more aesthetically pleasing and really brighten up the room, providing better facilities for
staff needs and student requirements. We approved maintenance work in the preschool yard which happened
during the Christmas break. This addressed several health and safety issues.
Attendance numbers have reduced from previous years, though we understand the impact Covid has had on the
community and realise the strain this has put on families. We continue to pursue advertising and promotional outlets
to bring in new families.
The Kindy’s online presence and page interactions continue to grow. The storytime and singing videos have had a
great response on Facebook and Instagram, as well as being a great way to continue to interact with children who
are unable to attend.
The preschool program was able to offer lots of experiences and opportunities for children over the year, including
excursions to the bike safety school, excursion to the Botanic gardens, incursions with farm animals and the
celebration of many cultural festivals. The occasional care program continues to be very popular as well as the
variety of playgroups that were offered over the year.
We look forward to 2022.

Preschool quality improvement planning
Our Goal this year was to improve children's ability to convey meaning through purposeful drawing and mark
making. We approached this by educators developing their knowledge and a shared understanding of the stages of
physical development of the child to manipulate tools, how to develop communication/language skills and the many
possibilities for writing English sounds.
Educators engaged in professional readings, professional learning with educators within the partnership and
reflection through pedagogical documentation sharing. Time and space were set aside 3 times each term at the Site
as well as 2 full partnership days to share, reflect and plan new actions. Teachers took small actions to lead in a
sprint style approach.
From analysing children's learning we found that most children have made progress relating to our mark making
goal with the exception of just a few due to varying factors such as attendance, sickness, regulation etc. More
children are accessing mark making resources independently and more willingly with greater control. More children
are using complex motor planning, making meaning through using craft materials and showing physical dexterity.
Children’s representation of things are becoming clearer and more are naming and taking ownership of their own
work. More children are also communicating their understanding about syllable and rhyme in various ways (e.g.
predicting text, noticing when words rhyme, pointing out syllables in words).
More children are intentionally making marks to represent words and some children are experimenting with letters
and copying letters to make words.
We found the enablers of this work where, regular meetings with a set agenda and time to reflect with others
including support from our early childhood leader. This enabled staff to increase their understanding of the QIP
goal. Educators led focus areas with written plans which developed their awareness of the key ideas and actions.
Targeted teaching strategies, consistent access to various resources and opportunities for children to revisit
activities on multiple occasions have all been critical for success (e.g. multiple options available for children to sign
in each day, different mark making opportunities presented outdoors etc).
The inhibitors were that some actions were only started part way through the year so we will plan to begin these all
in Term 1 and 2 in future. Not having enough opportunities to communicate plans with the whole staff team to keep
everyone up to date with the plans (we will add this into our staff meeting plans twice per term).
Not all actions as effective. We will reflect on actions more cautiously.
We will reconnect as a staff team in week 0, 2022 to unpack our 2022 goal so we are ready to launch week 1.
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Enrolment
Year
NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance
Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance comment
Attendance has been down this year due to many factors.
All families have been mindful about illness this year and have kept their child at home as precaution.
We have had several children who have missed significant time at preschool. This has been due to work
commitments, mental health and significant levels of disadvantage that impact on their ability to get their child to
preschool.
We have supported these families and where appropriate referred to the safer families team.

Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2018

2019

2020

2021

8500 - Australian Islamic College Adelaide

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

9069 - Our Lady of Mount Carmel Parish Sch

0.0%

0.0%

5.9%

10.0%

570 - Prospect North Primary School

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

9042 - St Patrick's School

50.0%

20.0%

32.4%

50.0%

9089 - Whitefriars School

10.0%

20.0%

11.8%

20.0%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term 3 2021 collection.

Destination schools comment
Children from our site are starting school at 17 different locations. These include both state, private and special
options.
18 children will be going to state schools, 13 children to Catholic schools, 2 to Islamic, 1 to speech and language class,
4 to special school, 1 to special class, 1 undecided.
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Family opinion survey summary
Our 2021 parent survey asked 10 questions to parents to help us review our year.
Over 92% of families told us that their child was happy at preschool and that staff were approachable and welcoming.
All parents felt their child felt safe and supported with their learning and they had sufficient time to discuss their child's
development.
We can see opportunities to involve parents more in knowing what's happening at preschool and what a high quality
learning environment looks like.
We plan to do this by being more active on our online platform, documenting the learning opportunities each day and
showing how the environment supports this.

Relevant history screening
All staff have current DCSI working with children checks.

Financial statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
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Amount
$894,224
$0

Parent Contributions

$14,661

Other

$36,582
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2021 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2021 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Teachers were released to track children's numeracy and literacy skills, which in turn informed the
learning curriculum. Teachers programmed literacy sprints for improved outcomes for children.
Teachers were released to develop individual learning goals and one plans in consultation with parents.
Plans were reviewed as needed and summative reports and one plans passed on to children's 2022
school.
Staff were supported to attend community literacy events to promote the importance of early literacy
development of children and to translate documents and information for families.

Children are effective communicators
Children are confident and involved learners.
Children measure and compare their world.
Children quantify their world.

Inclusive Education Support Program

The funding was used for additional staffing of 13 hours each week to support:
- children with speech programs
- children with language programs
- children to develop skills in English
- support when transitioning children
- support at meal times
- support when interacting with others
- support to regulate

Children made progress engaging and
participating in learning opportunities.
Children made progress with speech and
language programs.
Children made progress with transitions

We were able to employ a Vietnamese bilingual worker for 30 hours over term 1.
The Vietnamese bilingual worker was able to support the Vietnamese children as they improved their
English skills, support them to engage in the learning program and making sure their needs where met.
She was also able to communicate the learning program to parents and communicate important
information from the family to staff.

Children have a strong sense of well being
Children have a strong sense of identity
Children are effective communicators.

Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

